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AGENDA
Schedule:
Introduction and Welcome
The Inception – Why Build a Community Service Experience in our LDP
The Program- Structure, timing and organization
Key learnings -Getting started, Hurdles, suggestions, and key takeaways
Wrap up and questions

Vince Bond
University Relations and
Leadership Programs

Getting Started
• First Job: Asset Protection
• Recruiter
• Recruitment Strategy

Building our LDP
Helped build and
development BLP Program
and Recruiting program

Graduated
College
Quinnipiac University
Hamden CT
Business Mgmt. and
English

My Day to Day
Manage BLP program
and University Recruiting
Program

The Move
Joined Synchrony

Joined LDP @ Macy’s

Business Leadership Program

The Inception
Why Build a Community Service Experience in our LDP

Start by asking yourself a
few key questions…

How is my LDP structured?

Honest.

Responsible.

Passionate.

Bold.

Caring.

Driven

What is my organization’s
values?

Do we have a pre-existing
volunteer system in place?
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Our Journey

What sets the BLP apart?

Access to Senior Leaders

Career Acceleration

Purposeful work

“The leadership team is heavily
invested in the BLP. They see the
unique potential in each person
and believe in diversity of
background and thought.”

“In just two years the BLP fasttracked my career through
three rotations and numerous
distinctive experiences.”

“What set Synchrony apart
was the people: kind but
driven; ambitious but not
aggressive. I love coming to
work with them every day.”

Business Leadership Program

Committed to community.
Business Leadership Program

Families That Work

Housing

Child care

Economic Security

Support housing, shelter and
services to families who are
homeless or at high risk of
homelessness.

Support educational preschool,
afterschool and summer
school programs.

Support providers of families with
resources and training on job
readiness, financial education
and small business ownership.

Business Leadership Program

BLP Experience Journey

•
•

Rotation 1

Rotation 2

Rotation 3

(8 Months)

(8 Months)

(8 Months)

7-Month Assignment Within Their Function
1-Month Cross-Functional,
Customer Experience

•
•

7-Month Assignment Within Their Function
1-Month Community Service Experience

•
•

7-Month Assignment Within Their Function
1-Month Cross-Functional
Capstone Experience

So why community service…and why 1 month?

Generational
Importance
•

•

•

We accessed the importance of
service to our current and future
incoming classes
Focus on matching the
generational passion for service
with our LDP goals
We wanted to build an element
that spoke to passion while also
being authentic to who we were

Delivering VALUE to
communities
•

•

•

Avoiding the “pop in”
experience
Allow participants to add
more value to organizations
Partnered with organizations
across our community
footprint

Critical Skill Building
•

•

This is a unique opportunity
for LDP participants to
acquire new skills
Also it showed them the skills
they have acquired on
program and put them to
practice

Our Goal:
To build a program that represented who Synchrony was- Relationship driven, customer centric, and deeply committed to community

The Program
Structure, timing and organization

More Detail: BLP Community Service Experience
What is the CSE?
The CSE is comprised of three active weeks, on-site, with our community
partners, followed by one week spent reflecting up on the leadership
lessons obtained during the experience and sharing the impact the work
has had on them, personally and professionally
The CSE is skills-based volunteerism in support of local organizations
and the communities and populations our partners serve
BLPs work in small, cross-functional teams to support the work partners are
doing in communities across the country
BLPs support capacity building initiatives that (hopefully) leave solutions
and work that has a sustainable impact on the organization/community

Families
That Work
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OUR BLPs

CARE

BLPs HAVE COMPLETED
25,000 HOURS OF SERVICE
OVER THE LAST FIVE YEARS

Annually, BLPs contribute…
▪ >5,000 Hours of service
▪ In support of 20+ community partners
▪ In 7-10 different cities across the country
▪ Ensuring we do our part to support working
families and communities all over the United
States.
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What We Expect
of Our BLPs

Prior to Coming On-Site BLPs Should
Review their community partner’s website, annual report,
etc.
Prepare with their project team
Know the mission, audience and goals of their partner
Develop questions to review with your project leader(s)
Review all pre-materials/notes from kick-off calls

Prepare personal goals (what do they want to get out of
this experience)

Our Expectations
BLPs Should…
Be on-site, daily, for full working hours, for the entirety of the
three-experience (no remote working, half days, early
relocation, etc.)
Be on time each morning and coming back from lunch; this is their
full-time, paid job for three weeks

Immerse themselves in the organization; get to know the people
Be inquisitive and ask for opportunities
Be respectful of time and resources
Get to know the populations the organization is serving
Should not be working on other Synchrony projects/assignments
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Preparing our partners
for BLPs

Preparing
for
BLP’s
Before the Experience
Prepare Projects
Align internal resources (e.g. who will serve as day-to-day project manager)
Prepare Workspace
Identify and prepare physical workspace (desk, office, conference room) and any technical logistics
(wireless connectivity, security access, etc.) that may be needed.
Host an introductory Call your BLP team (SYF to schedule)
Typical calls cover:
–
Introduction to the partners team
–
Overview of the organization
–
High level overview of the populations the partner serves
–
Summary of the project, including the rationale/need
Prepare Your Team
If able, develop a brief plan/summary of who your BLPs should meet / work with during their time on
site and “pre-wire” those staff members that the BLPs will be reaching out

Preparing
for
BLP’s
cont.
During the Experience
Day One and Two
–
–
–
–
–

–

Welcome team
Introduce BLPs to day-to-day project
manager/leader
Introduce BLPs to Leadership team and Key
Stakeholders
Provide site tour/office overview
Additional team/staff/community/client
introductions
Discuss any workspace/office need to knows
(technology, “house rules,” cleaning schedule,
etc.).

Stay Connected with Us
We want to hear from our partners and know how things
are going!
Off-Site / Community Visits
We hope BLPs will gain an appreciation for the
communities and populations they serve. As able, we
hope BLPs will have the opportunity to interact directly
and gain a deeper appreciation for the people behind
the work partners do.

Daily/Weekly Check-Ins
The most successful projects have regular status
checks between non-profit partner and BLP team

Sustainability Plan
BLPs should present to the team and leadership a
transition/sustainability plan to ensure they have the
tools, training and information needed, post their time
on-site.

Mid-CSE Call
Our team to schedule a mid point call with partner
team and BLP’s to get updates

Get the Most from Your Team!
As additional projects/opportunities come up, don’t be
afraid to engage your BLPs in new and supportive ways.

The program’s impact
A quick video recap from our participants and partners

Key Learnings
Getting started, Hurdles, suggestions, and key takeaways

Who are the “key
players” in launching a
Service experience
•

Senior leadership pitch and buy in early was key
•
•
•

•

Tied this experience into our core LDP philosophy
We linked the experience to our core values
Weighed benefits of CSE time vs assignment time

Corporate Citizenship was CENTRAL
•

•
•

•

•

Helped ideate and share company best practices around
service
Led efforts to identify community partners
Looped us into pre-existing relationships
Manpower to help ensure experience was executed during
each project
Worked with partners to build each project

Org. buy in and support was crucial in this launch and continued
success

What were the hurdles?
•

Senior Leader and
Functional Buy in
•

•

•

Our approach started with
execution stakeholders
Four versions of experience
before final pitch
We were incredibly lucky to
have senior buy in from day
one

•

Focus on skills based
volunteerism
•

•

As we built out service
the type of service
project was an
important decision
Capacity building/skills
based projects helped
enable our leaders to
sign off on projects

•

Budget
•
•

Cost is a very important piece of our pitch
Travel vs Administration costs
•
Initially we had BLP’s travel to different
locations for this experience
•
We moved to having the experience
located where our BLP’s were located
for assignments
•
Our budget is centralized so we had
more control over HOW BLP’s spend
their time

Addressing Potential Hurdles
•
•

Organizational Buy in

•

•

Budget

•
•

No Corporate Citizen team

•
•
•

•

Time out of
Assignment/Company

•

•

Start with a PASSIONATE service leader
Tie the experience back to your LDP journey and how this experience will ENHANCE the skills
of your participants
Tie the experience back to your organizations values and how this experience enhances
those values in participants
Make the teams cross functional- this allows for OTHER learnings outside of their function

Focus on what the true cost to the business will be
Eliminate travel and administration cost

Engage local non profits at a program office level (try to mirror org. citizenship goals)
Connect with a peer organization that does service for best practice sharing
Cold call – most partners will appreciate any and ALL support you can provide

If your senior leaders (C Suite) are onboard this makes it easier to trickle down to day to day
managers
Message what SKILL’s this experience will provide and how it will improve their leadership
Ensure there is a “report out” to close the loop so internal stakeholders see the value add
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Some Key
Learnings
•

Development Experience came out of this
•

•

•

Initially we focused on improving the partner’s
experience
We discovered our BLP’s were gaining valuable
experiences
•
Soft skills (Better presentations,
relationship building, project
management experience)
•
Hard skills (learning to utilize new tools
like Tableau despite never using these
before)

Continued engagement
•

•

This experience helped BLP’s get their feet wet
with not just the experience but with the
partners
Some of our BLP’s now joined the boards of
these non profits to continue the work and help
future groups engage

Other Considerations
Program Variations
•

Program Length
•

•

•

•

While the one month sabbatical works for us, its not a
one size fits all
The IMAPCT of service is what participants will
remember
For example: Our internship has three “national” days
of service

Program Timing
•

Establish a set rhythm: Hosting this experience at a
set time of year DURING their program produces the
best results
•
If you cannot operationalize this to a certain
time, ensure when you CAN host service you
allow participants to work together

Create a culture of service
•

•

•

Ensure that ALL aspects of your program have service
components
This reinforces the importance to your participants
and ensures more organizational buy in
It also strengthens the partnerships with your local
community partners throughout the year
•
Examples include if you host Orientation,
Symposiums, Pre-hire Events, etc
•
If you own/work with the recruiting team, there
should be service components in your campus
recruiting strategy
•
If you have internships, externships, or early ID
programs service should be highlighted

Wrap up
WHY have a community service experience during your LDP

Why host a community service program in your LDP?

Create Servant
Leaders of the future
•

•

In today’s society, leaders
that CARE can help shape
an organization
These programs create
caring, thoughtful, and
honest leaders that think
about more than just
bottom line

Help foster core
skills development of
your participants
•

•

•

Enable your participants to
grow OUTSIDE of their
functional role
Showcase that “core skills”
are important in ANY role
they take on
Allow them exposure to new
challenges to push them to
grow outside of their normal
job

Help impact the
world/your
communities

Help promote and
grow your company
culture
•

•

•

The current generation and
future generation are all
interested in service
These programs help to
foster exposure to your
company’s community
involvement
These programs create
LEADERS that will push your
organization to do more in
their communities

•
•

It’s the right thing to do
As employers that have
resources and great talent,
this act of sharing your
people can change the lives
of the partners you support

Thank You

The Synchrony Business Leadership Program

Questions?

